
 

Healthcare networks are not like others. The typical policies and responses to mitigate risks within IT 

networks can cause more harm than good in clinical settings. The problem is the security 

infrastructure meant to protect your healthcare delivery organization (HDO) doesn’t have the visibility 

or clinical expertise to consider the impact of its policies or remediation actions. Without understanding 

the potential implications within a clinical setting, most HDOs choose to err on the side of caution and 

only implement basic levels of control or forgo them altogether. Imagine the potential consequences of 

blocking access to a medical devices disrupting care or affecting patient outcomes.  

What’s needed is the ability to enforce clinically-vetted network policies that effectively protect the 

privacy and availability of your operations without impacting care. This effectiveness is what 

Medigate’s Network Policy Management enables. 

Medigate’s Network Policy Management 
Medigate’s Network Policy Management (NPM) module brings device details and relevant clinical 

context to your existing security infrastructure. Because NPM is aware of clinical workflows and 

understands how policies and remediation activities affect clinical devices, it offers recommendations 

for your current security to address device risks within your operations. With Medigate, you can protect 

your devices via automated, network-centric policy orchestration and enforcement to reduce risks and 

strengthen your overall security posture. 

How It Works 
NPM integrates with your existing Network Access Control (NAC) solutions, firewalls, and Security 

Incident and Event Management (SIEM) systems – feeding them device details and granular network 
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security policy recommendations to improve visibility and effectiveness. Medigate has a deep 

understanding of clinical workflows, proprietary manufacturer protocols, and expected medical device 

behaviors to ensure protection for every device with a security policy specifically designed to maintain 

its privacy and integrity without impacting operations. This confidence means you can implement 

policies and procedures that reduce your risks while optimizing the reliability and availability of your 

environment. With NPM, you get: 

 

•  Network policy recommendations: Strengthen security and improve enforcement with 

contextually aware, tailored policies that easily integrate your infrastructure. Medigate 

customizes recommendations from its library of rigorously researched and vetted network 

security policies to propose the most appropriate measures for your clinical setting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Dynamic network policies: Automatic creation and assignment of network policies for clinical 
devices – based on user-defined device groups, observed traffic, and contextualized 

recommendations – enable you to keep up with changing conditions. 

• Simulations of policy impact: Know what to expect before deploying network policy changes 
with demonstrations on how they affect your organization’s risks, generate alerts, and change 

device communications and operations. 

• Meaningful partner integrations: Bi-directional communication increases visibility and 

improves the security stance of your specific security infrastructure overall. Medigate has 

partnerships and meaningful integrations with industry-leading security tools. 



 
 

 

The Medigate Network Policy Management Difference 
Enhance the Visibility of Your Entire Security Infrastructure 

Knowledge is power. Medigate puts the value of detailed device information in the hands of your 

security infrastructure to strengthen your overall security stance. Using several unique DPI techniques, 

Medigate passively extracts a variety of hard-to-get technical attributes. Detailed device information, 

including OS, app version, firmware version, serial numbers, and unique device identifiers, are fed to 

your security infrastructure to improve visibility and enforcement. At the same time, Medigate receives 

key pieces of up-to-date information from your infrastructure to maintain and enhance risk 

assessments and recommendations for optimal benefit. 

Clinically-Vetted Policy Enforcement 
Most go-to segmentation policies usually do not work for healthcare networks. By providing the 

function of a device and its clinical context, Medigate ensures you can set appropriate policies and 

enforce meaningful controls with your existing security infrastructure – without disrupting care. These 

policies translate automatically into access control lists (ACLs) or the syntax of other applicable rule 

sets so that your current security tools can easily apply them. 

Reduce Device Risks and Strengthen Security Posture 

High-severity risks should not be allowed to remain in your environment. Medigate offers clinically-

vetted recommendations on how best to remediate risks in your clinical setting, so you can quickly 

take action, minimize their impact, and maximize the ongoing availability and integrity of your 



 
 

operations. Policy enforcement simulations enable you to understand the potential implications of 

those actions, so there are no surprises—just added protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deliver It All with Services 
To help quickly reduce cyber risks and ensure your security investments pay off, Medigate has 

developed a healthcare cyber-physical security services program called Partner Ready Operational 

Services (PROS). Designed to secure your Extended Internet of Things (XIoT), PROS applies a 

proven maturity roadmap to speed the journey to your ideal state. Certified “PROS” deliver a 

standards-driven, trusted services path based on best practices that we’ve developed partnering with 

more than 1,000 hospitals. From prioritized investment strategies to properly sequenced integrations, 

they can support you wherever you need. 

Conclusion 
No HDO can afford to implement security controls that impact the delivery of patient care. Medigate 

has learned the unique languages of clinical devices and does not guess what they’re saying through 

AI or Machine Learning. Instead, Medigate applies robust Deep Packet Inspection techniques to 

extract and deliver advanced insights from device data. With Medigate, the data available in all of your 

connected devices are unlocked and trusted, so you can connect with confidence, accelerate your 

real-time healthcare initiatives, and generate better business and patient outcomes. 
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